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Abstract—The inter-domain routing protocol of the Internet, i.e., Border Gateway Protocol (BGP), is vulnerable to malicious attacks. Although many security solutions for BGP have been proposed, they have mainly focused on topology-based security. Policy-based security has largely been overlooked—a severe concern especially since BGP is a policy-based routing protocol. In this paper, we present an Expectation Exchange and Enforcement (E3) mechanism for defining policies between autonomous systems (ASes) such that any AS may enforce such policies.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) is the de facto standard inter-domain routing protocol on the Internet. By running BGP, every BGP router can determine its route toward an IP prefix anywhere on the Internet. To ensure BGP is secure against attacks, many BGP security solutions have been proposed. A good representation is BGPSEC [7]. However, while current BGP security solutions work well in many aspects, most BGP security solutions focus on topology-based security. They ensure that an attacker cannot impersonate the origin of an IP prefix, and/or that an attacker cannot insert itself onto the legitimate path for reaching an IP prefix. Typically, upon the receipt of a BGP update message, a BGP router checks that the update regarding an IP prefix does come from the true origin of the prefix, and/or that the update has traversed a particular path that consists of an ordered sequence of autonomous systems (ASes), i.e., AS path.

However, the current solutions seldom consider another aspect of BGP security—policy-based security. Specifically, they seldom consider whether the path conforms to routing policies of ASes en route or not, leaving BGP susceptible to attacks (or misconfigurations that violate routing policies), such as man-in-the-middle attack or route leak [2], [4], [9]. Figure 1 shows a simple route leak example. A route leak incident happens when a route is announced to neighboring ASes against its routing policy constraints, even if topologically the route is valid. Evidence has shown that this type of attack has become more than just ideas [12].

Given that BGP is a policy-based routing protocol, even though it is hard to gauge how many this type of attacks have occurred, the lack of attention toward security in the policy dimension is a significant concern. Figure 2 illustrates this problem. Assume a BGP security solution is in place and can enforce the routing security from topological perspective. In Figure 2a, if node 5 lies that it is or has a route to the origin of prefix p, any node can discover that this claim is fraudulent. However, if we now introduce an illegal route leak, the victims will not be able to capture it. In Figure 2b, assume node 3 should not be a transit node for traffic from node 1 or 2 to reach prefix p. However, upon receiving a routing update from node 4 (4→D→p), node 3 propagates its route toward p (3→4→D→p) to nodes 2 and 1, even though doing so transgresses BGP policies. Nodes 1 and 2 are then likely to choose 3 as an intermediary hop for reaching prefix p, making it possible for node 3 to attract traffic it does not deserve. Note that although nodes 1 and 2 do run a BGP security solution, since the security solution only validates the topological correctness of routes, the updates they receive from node 3 will still look legitimate to them!

There are some existing policy-based security solutions. A well-known example is the enforcement of valley-free routing, in which for any AS along a route, either its previous hop, or its next hop, or both are customers of the AS in question. Valley-free routing is simple to implement by requiring each AS to announce their relationships [10]. However, due to most policy information being business secrets, most ASes will not reveal their relationships to non-participating parties, making it hard to distinguish between policy violations (such as route leaks) and normal operations. In fact, enforcing valley-free routing places an unnecessary restriction on ASes, and in practice the valley-free model is ignored [11].

Policy-based security is thus a critical problem yet to be fully addressed. We believe that, in addition to defining conventional routing policies, ASes should define policies to declare the legitimacy of routes, such as whether or not an AS can be included on a particular route, or what relationships be-
We propose a policy-based security solution called Expectation Exchange and Enforcement, or E3, that allows for the enforcement of various routing policies between one or more ASes, in order that a newly advertised route meets policy expectations of ASes. It complements and is able to run alongside path integrity and origin authentication approaches such as BGPSEC. It can prevent damaging route leaks from polluting BGP routing tables and circumvent an AS from violating routing policies and placing itself as a man-in-the-middle into a path. Via E3, autonomous systems (ASes) are able to express routing policy expectations to other ASes (not necessarily only neighboring ASes but also other ASes as needed), allowing those ASes to validate routing policy compliance before incorporating a newly advertised path. In Figure 2a, if node 4 informs node 2 that node 4 expects to receive traffic from 2 via 3, then node 2 will accept the update from node 3. This could occur when, for example, node 3 is a legitimate backup provider of 4. Differently, in Figure 2b, if node 4 communicates to node 2 that it does not expect to receive traffic from node 2 via node 3, when route leak happens from node 3 to node 2, node 2 can detect the leak immediately and raise an alarm. For example, node 4 is a provider of node 3 and does not expect its customer to provide transit to other provider ASes.

II. RELATED WORK

The policy-based BGP security approach that is taken in most works is the enforcement of valley-free routing [3]. However, BGP proposes an approach in which ASes explicitly state their relationship with another AS (e.g., provider), which lacks privacy and more importantly is coarse [10]. In paper [11], the authors propose a solution that involves a minimal flag embedded within a BGP update that is capable of maintaining the valley-free property without leaking relationship information. However, routing in the Internet, as the authors in [11] discovered, often do not follow valley-free routing.

Certain existing BGP security solutions can be leveraged for enforcing policy security to some extent. PGBGP is able to detect policy violations using the same approach it uses to detect anomalies in routing updates [6]. But after PGBGP detects a new link introduced by a policy violation, a human operator must determine the cause of the new route. IRV is capable of retrieving and enforcing policy information directly from ASes since it is able to act as a local Internet Routing Registry (IRR) [5]. However, no work has exploited this capability of IRV or defined what the policy would look like. Plus, the policies that are returned by IRV, and subsequently the IRR, are limited to the policies of that AS only. The policies for security purposes need to serve a wide range of situations; for example, a policy may be dictated through contracts between ASes, as can be seen in the design of E3 later.

A more general approach was taken in [16], in which the authors propose a method that allows for neighboring ASes to make promises concerning how their routing decisions are made. The promises are private in that policy information is not leaked yet the actual policy decisions that are made may be verified by the neighboring ASes. The limitation of this approach is that a degree of self-policing is present, by which an AS could feasibly make temporary promises that make certain attacks possible. It is therefore necessary that policies are dictated, at least partially, by ASes other than the primary AS in order to prevent an attacker from undermining the system. E3 instead incorporates the ability for defining general policies, while also requiring ASes to collaborate when defining inter-domain routing policies.

III. EXPECTATION EXCHANGE AND ENFORCEMENT

A. Expectations

We designed an expectation exchange and enforcement mechanism, i.e., E3, to ensure that every advertised BGP route complies with BGP routing policies. We now define what an expectation is (including their types and their relationship), and how they are exchanged and enforced.

1) Definition of Expectations: The E3 mechanism at its core is composed of four concepts: expector, expectee, subject, and expectation. An **expector** is an AS that produces an expectation. An **expectee** is an AS that enforces an expectation. A **subject** is an AS that is specified in an expectation and directly affected by the expectation. An **expectation**, in its most basic form, is a set of IF-THEN rules, each stating if a condition is met, then what action will be taken. A condition can be a boolean function (such as whether a route contains...
instance, discarding a route). More formally, given an expector \( E \), a subject \( S \), and a set of IF-THEN rules each with condition \( C_i \) and action to take \( A_i \), we can define an expectation as

\[
e[E, S, C] = A, \quad \text{where} \quad C = \{C_i\}, \quad A = \{A_i\}.
\]

It is important to note that the expectee is not present in the expectation, as any AS can be the expectee of this expectation to enforce it. We further categorize expectations into unilateral expectations, contractual expectations, and active expectations:

**Unilateral Expectations:** A unilateral expectation can be enforced immediately after declaration. However, unilateral expectations are prone to abuse by expector ASes as a malicious unilateral expectation can leave its subject AS as a victim.

**Contractual Expectations:** To prevent expectors from abusing the system, we require that an expector and its subject must construct a contractual expectation together. Usually defined for a long term, contractual expectations define the requirements that valid enforceable expectations must meet, including the boundaries for acceptable conditions and actions. Note an expectee does not directly apply a contractual expectation to filter advertised routes; it instead uses active expectations (discussed below).

**Active Expectations:** Active expectations are the expectations that are actively enforced. Active expectations, unlike contractual expectations, are produced solely by the expector. They are permitted to overlap and can be effective for only a short term, allowing an expector to define a set of expectations that satisfy their business needs as necessary. The caveat is that active expectations must be associated with a contractual expectation (although it is not required for a contractual expectation to have any active expectations).

2) Exchange of Expectations: In helping a BGP router to have up-to-date expectations, E3 supports two complementary modes of expectation exchange: the query mode and the notification mode. In the query mode, a BGP router queries specific ASes to learn their expectations. For example, if a BGP router runs PGBGP and receives a route that contains suspicious links, besides querying ASes that are the upstream endpoints of these links for topology-based security, it can also query those ASes about their expectations—especially if the router does not have expectations from them or only has old ones. In the notification mode, a BGP router notifies potential expectees of new expectations. Doing so, the potential expectees can receive new expectations—especially those of urgency—without delay. In particular, the router can record which ASes have requested its expectations recently, treat them as subscribers to its expectations, and update them immediately when new expectations become available.

We leverage the deployment of Resource Public Key Infrastructure (RPKI) [8], which is utilized in BGPSEC, for the purpose of authentication. Active expectations are signed by the expector whereas contracts, which require two parties, utilize more sophisticated multi-party signature schemes [14]. The authenticity provided by signatures also provides a means for expectations to be made tamper-proof.

3) Enforcement of Expectations: BGP updates must be checked against expectations to ensure routing policy compliance. We divide this task into two parts: checking a BGP update against active expectations, and checking an active expectation against its associated contractual expectation.

When checking if a BGP update message meets an active expectation, every IF-THEN rule of the expectation will be matched against the BGP update. If the condition of a rule is met, the action specified in the rule will be applied to the BGP update, such as those defined in the Routing Policy Specification Language (RPSL) [1]. For the purpose of protecting against illegitimate routes, dropping an advertised route is considered the default action.

We ensure that every active expectation, before we use it, is eligible by checking it against its associated contractual expectation. The criteria for eligibility are as follows:

1) All of the conditions in the active expectation must be a subset of the conditions in the contractual expectation.

2) The action of the active expectation must be the same as the action of the contractual expectation.

For example, if a contractual expectation is CommunityValue < 200 \( \rightarrow \) discard route and an active expectation is CommunityValue < 100 \( \rightarrow \) discard route, the active expectation is clearly a subset of the contractual expectation.

One particular issue that we handle is conflicting expectations. Sometimes an expector and a subject may have multiple contractual expectations between them, and if their conditions overlap, an active expectation may match more than one contractual expectation. Similarly, an expector may have multiple active expectations about a subject, and an expectee may be verifying a BGP route that matches more than one active expectation. We use a two tiered priority-based solution to address conflicting expectations. First, one expectation may be explicitly rated with a higher priority than another expectation, in this case the expectation with the higher priority is applied. If the expectations have the same priority, then any expectation that requires the route to be dropped will be chosen. On the other hand, if these overlapping contractual expectations demand the same actions, we can simply merge them into one expectation, so that an active expectation only maps to a single contractual expectation, or an update only maps to a single active expectation.

Figure 3 shows an example of enforcing expectations. In this example, AS2 receives two active expectations that involve AS3, with differing end goals of their expectors. In particular, AS1 is defining that valley routes are invalid, while AS4 is interested in a certain degree of preference. (The ability to define varying degrees of preference allows for an AS to define backup routes, such that they are unlikely to be chosen unless necessary.) The contractual expectations between AS3 and its two expectors, AS1 and AS4, would at minimum be supersets of the active expectations. For example, the contract for the first expectation may indicate RouteContainsLink(1,3) OR CommunityValue(200) \( \rightarrow \) discard route.
Upon receiving a BGP update, AS2 will check all expectations it received and determine which active expectations to apply. Assume AS2 received a route with AS-PATH <AS1→AS3>. AS2 will then apply its expectations, and discard this route (a valley route) according to the first expectation. Now, suppose that AS1 did not have a contractual expectation with the expector-subject pair (AS1, AS3), the first active expectation at AS2 will then be invalid, and AS2 will not apply the expectation to the route, meaning valley routes would be considered legitimate. Conversely, suppose that there was not an active expectation from AS1. Even if there is a contractual expectation indicating that AS1 has approval to forbid valley routes through AS3, the lack of an active expectation indicates that valley routes are still allowed, if only at that moment in time.

### IV. Evaluation

#### A. Methodology

1) **Metrics:** We first measure when E3 is not deployed, what is the number of ASes that an invalid routing update can pollute—i.e., ASes that would accept and propagate invalid paths and use this number as a baseline. To evaluate the effectiveness of E3, we then use the baseline to measure the percentage of polluted ASes with different percentage of ASes that deploy E3. This metric allows us to evaluate the efficacy of E3 during incremental deployment.

2) **Scenarios:** A BGP route may be defined as either valley-free or as a valley. Additionally, the route may be considered valid, as in legitimate, or invalid. We thus may consider four scenarios in our evaluation:

- **Valley-Free, Valid:** Valley-free routes are a route in which for any AS along the route, either its previous hop, or its next hop, or both are customers of the AS in question. Since valley-free routes satisfy the Gao-Rexford conditions [3], valley-free routes are considered valid and policy-compliant. For simplicity, all of our scenarios will consider routes that are valley-free as correct although E3 allows for the definition of valley routes.

- **Valley-Free, Invalid:** This scenario represents prefix hijacking events. Routes that are the result of a prefix hijacking, albeit valley-free, have long been considered invalid. Our evaluation of this scenario is limited to a case study of the 2008 Pakistan YouTube prefix hijacking event [13].

- **Valley, Valid:** Valley routes, in contrast to valley-free routes, have some AS whose previous and next hop are not customers, i.e., two peer neighbors (peer-peer valley) or two provider neighbors (provider-provider valley). Valley routes may be valid since they can represent complex business relationships such as backup providers to a multi-homed AS. Valley routes are common as indicated by [11] and although they portend that these are erroneous, the fact that routing is not disrupted by their presence indicates that valley routes are typically benign. Although it is well within the capability of E3 to address it, we do not explore this scenario in our evaluation.

- **Valley, Invalid:** This scenario represents the current stance toward valley routes. For simplicity, our evaluation also takes the stance that valley routes are invalid although this is a narrow application of E3. We evaluate E3 in this scenario using both simulations and a case study of the 2012 Canada route leak event [2].

Due to the space limitation, our evaluation looks into the Valley-Free, Valid and Valley, Invalid scenarios. The impact of deploying E3 in other scenarios will be our future work.

3) **Autonomous Systems (ASes):** We classify ASes according to their AS rank. We classify the first 100 as tier 1 and the next 900 as tier 2. We then deploy E3 over varying percentages of tier-1 or tier-2 ASes.

#### B. Simulations

We focus our investigation on route leaks that violate the valley-free model, i.e., peer-peer valley and provider-provider valley. From our deployment model, we deploy E3 on a percentage of tier 1 ASes. Each percentage of deployment consisted of 100 simulations, in which 10 ASes that are known to produce valley routes would leak a route for 10 deployments of a given configuration. We then measured the number of ASes that chose the leaked route as their best path.

Figure 4 shows the results. In the worst case in which no ASes are deploying E3, there were approximately 200 ASes that chose the invalid, peer-peer valley route as their best path, and approximately 5000 ASes that chose the invalid, provider-provider valley route as their best path. When 100% tier-1 ASes deploys E3, nearly 80% of ASes originally polluted are then protected from invalid valley routes. A notable feature of this scenario is the lack of effectiveness except when E3 is deployed on a relatively high percentage of tier-1 ASes.
This phenomenon is related to where a route leak occurs. If a route-leaking update does not traverse an E3-enabled tier-1 AS, which is often the case, the route will not be prevented from propagating further. (We further analyze the deployment strategy of E3 in Section IV-D.) Also, provider links appear more often over routes on the Internet in comparison to peer links, particularly due to the preference of a provider choosing routes from their customers over their peers. There are therefore more opportunities for provider-provider valley routes to be prevented.

C. Real-world Cases

In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of E3’s prevention mechanism in real-world cases. We use the 2012 Canada route leak event [2] as an example case to show how E3 can prevent the propagation of large-scale route leak anomalies. The route leak occurred on August 8, 2012, when a Canadian ISP leaked its full routing table to its provider. Unlike the China Telecom route leak [15], where China Telecom claimed to be the origin of many of the affected prefixes, this event was more subtle; the leaker simply claimed to be on the path to the affected prefixes. During the event, the Canadian ISP Dery Telecom Inc (AS 46618) leaked all its routes acquired from one of its provider VideoTron (AS 5769) to its another provider Bell (AS 577). Bell selected a large portion of these routes as best routes and then further propagated to its peers. This route leak event affected 107,409 prefixes from 14,391 different ASes across the Internet [2].

We investigated the efficacy of E3 with different levels of deployment. When E3 is not deployed, there would be a total of 47201 invalid propagations. We then randomly chose a certain percentage of affected tier-1, tier-2, or tier-3 ASes to deploy E3, and we analyzed the propagation of invalid route-leak routes after the deployment. For each combination of tier and percentage, we ran the experiments 1000 times to extract the mean number of propagations of invalid updates. Our analysis shows that the route leaks usually have bottle-neck ASes that determine the propagation scope; deploying E3 on these bottle-neck ASes can most effectively prevent the route leak; and deployment on tier-1 ASes has the best effectiveness. As shown in Figure 5, with 50% E3 deployment on the affected tier-1 ASes, E3 could prevent almost 100% of invalid propagations.

D. Deployment Strategy Analysis

We also analyzed deployment strategies of E3. We took the affected paths from our previous studies and examined the ASes that appeared after the leaking AS, i.e., the AS that is responsible for leaking a valley route. The ASes we examined are candidate deployment locations of E3, which we also call tail ASes. In order to forecast the preventative capabilities of E3 given a particular deployment strategy, we looked at the distribution of tail ASes by tier that appear X hops after the leaking AS.

The results of our analysis under 0% E3 deployment are shown in Figures 6a and 6b. There are two clear differences between the two figures: the path lengths, and the occurrences of ASes by tier for a given hop. Path lengths involving a provider-provider valley can be over twice as long as those involving a peer-peer valley. This result is reasonable considering that provider-provider valleys involve a customer link which has a higher preference over a peer link. The higher preference clearly translates to greater acceptance of the route across the Internet. The second observation provides more utility for the purposes of effective deployment.

The peer-peer valley scenario, shown in Figure 6a, hints that tier-1 ASes would be the most strategic ASes for preventing such a route leak, since tier-1 ASes make up the majority of the ASes after the leaking AS. The provider-provider scenario, shown in Figure 6b, shows tier-1 ASes at nearly every hop after the leaking AS, thus tier-1 ASes would also be effective deployment ASes for preventing provider-provider route leaks.

V. DISCUSSION

We have shown that E3 provides preventative capabilities in both simulated and real-world scenarios, particularly in the case of route leaks. However, several important research issues remain unaddressed.

One open issue facing E3 is its implementation. E3 could be implemented and running on every BGP router (like BGP-Psec), or on a dedicated server at every AS where the server is further connected to the BGP routers in the AS (like IRV).
Most of BGP security approaches have focused on securing routes such that they are topologically valid. The possibility that topologically valid routes may be still illegitimate and violate routing policies has been largely overlooked. As BGP is a policy-based routing protocol, the lack of a systematic policy-based security solution must be addressed. In this paper, we introduced Expectation Exchange and Enforcement (E3), a BGP extension for expressing and enforcing policies across ASes to prevent policy-violating routes from propagating. E3 defines expectation in a general format, supports the secure exchange of expectation between ASes, and enables ASes to enforce security policies conveyed in expectations. Our evaluation shows that E3 is effective, especially when deployed by a decent percentage of tier-1 ASes. Future work of E3 includes its implementation, expectation exchange mode selection, and more evaluations.

VI. CONCLUSION

The former would lead to an in-band approach in that E3 expectations will be added to BGP update messages, while the latter would lead to an out-of-band approach as it keeps BGP updates intact and relies on out-of-band channels for ASes to communicate E3 expectations. Also, expectation, in its current form, is an abstract concept with well-defined properties. Expectations therefore require a format, such as RPSL, so that they may be utilized by ASes [1].

Another open issue is how an AS is to choose between E3’s query mode and notification mode. The query mode is primarily a pull-based system, which introduces latency between expectations being published and the expectations being enforced. This latency, regardless of its length, is a gap in security that could be exploited. The notification mode incurs little latency, but it could result in high overhead as the number of possible subscribers to an AS’s expectations could be as many as all ASes.

Moreover, E3 still requires further evaluation. For example, it will be useful to obtain E3’s efficacy under other scenarios described in Section IV-A2. It would also be useful to know the additional communication overhead that E3 adds. It is perhaps even more important to further study the incentives and strategies for deploying E3, such as the cost-benefit trade-off in running E3. Finally, while E3 complements those topology-based BGP security solutions, the cost and performance when it works together with these solutions needs to be better understood.
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